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a member of the african elite groping his way out of the background of slavery and colonialism baako sees
his education as preparation for the lifework of a socially innovative artist his family more pragmatic
expects an elite resume to convert into power and wealth in the real world here and now unable to harmonize
contervailing needs with wider social aspirations both family and individual drift toward confrontation and
inexorable loss from back cover offers indispensable elucidation of armah s corpus to date invaluably
thoughtful informed choice the close reading of texts is penetrating scrupulous offers the most detailed
investgation of armah s novels stories to date west africa likely to remain the definitive study for some
time yo come the year s work in english studies focusing on armah s very specific african roots this study
challenges views that have traditionally criticized his dependence on western literary models new
perspectives on african literature 1 this volume provides a selection of critical responses to the work of
the anglophone west african novelist ayi kwei armah the essays deal with such topics as narrative technique
symbolism and metaphor mythology literary ancestry historical background and sociopolitical vision a member
of the african elite groping his way out of the background of slavery and colonialism baako sees his
education as preparation for the lifework of a socially innovative artist his family more pragmatic expects
an elite resume to convert into power and wealth in the real world here and now unable to harmonize
contervailing needs with wider social aspirations both family and individual drift toward confrontation and
inexorable loss modin an african scholarship student at an american university examining his role in
society discovers a disturbing truth the educational process is the mechanism for recruiting the
neocolonial elite africa s blest rulers riding high at the expense of the wretched of the earth rejecting
the elite destiny modin seeks initiation into revolution but he is emotionally tied to the west he loves an
american girl rejected by the revolutionaries modin and his white companion are forced to confront the true
meaning of their love modin discovers it is indistinguishable from hate this memoir on the ancient and
future resources of african literature by the author of two thousand seasons kmt and other novels gives
colonial africanist preconceptions of africa s literary heritage a clean burial citing new evidence on oral
and written traditions it shows that africa s old oral culture antedating the pyramids was the matrix from
which emerged the hieroglyphic literature of ancient egypt contending that armah makes a significant and
valuable contribution to the problems of writing outside the prison house of conventional english ogede
situates armah s writing within its cultural historical and political contexts and examines armah s ability
to create new literary forms based on his masterful manipulation of african oral traditons as a
professional interpreter nefert works at conferences where africa s rulers meet not to solve the continent
s problems but to resolve to beg for solutions from past and present masters she gets drawn into a circle
of highly skilled friends looking like her for a key to an african future her spirit lifts as the group s
research uncovers an ancient way of knowledge and creative work long suppressed during the centuries of
foreign oppression back cover amos tutuola cyprian ekwensi and ayi kwei armah were pioneers in a literary
movement that gathered force and swept across africa with remarkable speed in the latter half of the 20th
century producing distinctive national literatures in new nation states that were in the process of freeing
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themselves from the legacy of colonial rule seasoned literary critic bernth lindfors here analyses their
early work armah is an articulate spokesman of african history and identity in his fiction there is a true
fusion of individual and communal welfare national realities and pan african ideal contemporary situation
and historical vision all his major works including the beautyful ones are not yet born fragments why are
we so blest and the healers are comprehensively discussed existentialism is a philosophy that flourishes in
extreme situations identified with the period of the french resistance when frenchmen were held as
political prisoners by the germans existentialism with its call for an uncompromised allegiance to a
leftist system of values served to boost the sagging morale of french political prisoners who had witnessed
during the occupation the subversion of their nation s democratic principles by german totalitarianism the
author finds in post independence ghana another example of an extreme situation which has given rise to the
existentialist patterns in the novels of the ghanaian author ayi kwei armah the identification of a crisis
situation in post independence ghana comparable to that created by the german occupation of france during
world war ii serves largely as the basis for the examination of the recurrent existentialist patterns this
book explores the existential angst of the artist hero and the necessity of revolt to combat the despair
which comes from recognition of his superfluousness works by the ghanaian author ayi kwei armah as well as
by the french authors albert camus jean paul sartre and simone de beauvoir are the focus of study fiction
african studies the healers tells a story of the conflict and regeneration focused on replacing toxic
ignorance with the healing knowledge of african unity a beginners guide to the fundamentals of the dru
meditation technique a method for soothing the mind and relaxing the emotions the programme includes six
short guided meditations designed to instill a sense of profound stillness quieten and calm a stressed mind
and reconnect with the important aspects of life each nine minute meditations is based on one of the
elements earth water light air and sky a beautiful kernel of history which adds a lot of clarity to the
impact and grip of islam on western sub saharan africa and the fight of a people to preserve their
ancestral heritage the so called way this volume lists the work produced on anglophone black african
literature between 1997 and 1999 this bibliographic work is a continuation of the highly acclaimed earlier
volumes compiled by bernth lindfors containing about 10 000 entries some of which are annotated to identify
the authors discussed it covers books periodical articles papers in edited collections and selective
coverage of other relevant sources includes articles annotated filmography interviews creative writing and
book reviews the present volume is a highly comprehensive assessment of the postcolonial short story since
the thirty six contributions cover most geographical areas concerned another important feature is that it
deals not only with exclusive practitioners of the genre mansfield munro but also with well known novelists
achebe armah atwood carey rushdie so that stimulating comparisons are suggested between shorter and longer
works by the same authors in addition the volume is of interest for the study of aspects of orality dialect
dance rhythms circularity and trickster figure for instance and of the more or less conflictual
relationships between the individual character or implied author and the community furthermore the
marginalized status of women emerges as another major theme both as regards the past for white women
settlers or the present for urbanized characters primarily in africa and india the reader will also have
the rare pleasure of discovering janice kulik keefer s fox her version of what she calls in her commentary
displaced autobiography or creative non fiction lastly an extensive bibliography on the postcolonial short
story opens up further possibilities for research the idea of the nation or nationalism in relation to
africa and african literature has been widely dealt with in modern african literature arising from the fact
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that writers are bent on expressing their concern about the future of their countries chinua achebe ayi
kwei armah ngugi wa thiong o and kofi awoonor are such writers who have made great artistic efforts to
portray an afrotopia or at best viable socio political systems in the wake of colonial situation the
present work aims to examine closely these novelists ideological convictions as they are expressed in their
fictions and often shown to be in opposition to the practices established by the state apparatuses in place
this book shows how the african situation has been characterised in the african novels by both a common
continental experience and a number of facts that dramatise the historical predicament of slavery
colonialism and a problematic independence these representations carry dialogical voices which underpin the
authoritative voice of the authors the narratives of the nation are shown to be ambivalent for they seem to
act in defence of the novelists culture yet they jettison its very quintessence by the sceptical view they
reflect about its significance in modern times caught between the imperatives of modernity and the
nostalgic drives of the past the novelists are somehow drawn to condemn the metropolis and to celebrate it
at the same time the point is to accept the construction of the nation state in connection with universal
concepts developed by the western world and europe essentially the different utopias offered by the writers
under scrutiny cannot be divorced from the theory and practice that have led to the construction of
european models of nation states hence our reliance on important scholarly works in the field particularly
elie kedourie s nationalism eric hobsbawm s nations and nationalism since 1780 ernest gellner s nations and
nationalsim but for the theoretical link between nationalism and literary interpretation benedict anderson
s imagined communities homi bhabha s nation and narration and the location of culture edward said s
orientalism and culture and imperialism and bakhtin s the dialogical imagination are fundamental supports
for my discussion critics that have approached this subject are restrictive in number but i have taken
account of the studies carried out by james ogude on ngugi leif lorentzon on armah for example or general
works like abiola irele s the african experience in literature and ideology or kanneh kadiatu s african
identities amongst others to substantiate the discussion due appreciation of the different styles used by
the writers is expressed here from a modernism used by early armah and awoonor to the realism of achebe and
marxist populist treatment of fiction and nation building of ngugi as well as the essentialist slant that
can be studied in armah s later fiction concepts such as hybridity ambivalence liminality developed by
bhabha are useful elements of analysis in the examination of the evolution of prose fiction in africa from
the early writings of achebe to the later works of armah and ngugi they allow us to see how the african
novelists produce meanings that underscore the realities and difficulties met in the construction of stable
and genuinely independent nation states in africa the beautyful ones are not yet born is a novel by
ghanaian writer ayi kwei armah it was published in english in 1968 and here in swahili the book tells the
story of a nameless man who struggles to reconcile himself with the reality of post independence ghana the
unnamed protagonist referred to as the man works at a railway station and is approached with a bribe when
he refuses his wife is furious and he can t help feeling guilty despite his innocence the novel expresses
the frustration many citizens of the newly independent states in africa felt after attaining political
independence many african states like ghana followed similar paths in which corruption and the greed of
african elites became rampant corruption in turn filtered down to the rest of society and the rot that
characterized post independent ghana in the last years of nkrumah is a dominant theme in the book uniting a
sense of the political dimensions of language appropriation with a serious yet accessible linguistic
terminology the african palimpsest examines the strategies of indigenization whereby west african writers
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have made their literary english or french distinctively african through the apt metaphor of the palimpsest
a surface that has been written on written over partially erased and written over again the book examines
such well known west african writers as achebe armah ekwensi kourouma okara saro wiwa soyinka and tutuola
as well as lesser known writers from francophone and anglophone africa providing a great variety of case
studies in nigerian pidgin akan igbo maninka yoruba wolof and other african languages the book also
clarifies the vital interface between europhone african writing and the new outlets for african artistic
expression in auto translation broadcast television radio and film hailed as a classic in the 1990s the
african palimpsest is here reprinted in a completely revised edition with a new introduction updated data
and bibliography and with due consideration of more recent theoretical approaches a very valuable book a
detailed exploration in its concern with language change as demonstrated in post colonial african
literatures bill ashcroft university of new south wales apart from its great documentary value the african
palimpsest provides many theoretical concepts that will be useful to scholars of african literatures
linguists in general as well as comparatists who want to gain fresh insights into the processes by which
vulgar latin once gave birth to the romance languages ahmed sheikh bangura university of california santa
barbara as zabus book suggests it is the area where the various languages of a community meet and cross
over that is likely to provide the most productive site for the generation of a new literature that is true
to the real linguistic situation that pertains in so much of contemporary urban africa stewart brown
university of birmingham this novel is structured after africa s oldest narrative the isis osiris myth
cycle traveling to africa on a search for lifework and love ast an african american scholar gets immersed
in history as living continuity in a pillaged society where slaveraiders heirs masquerade as aid donors and
colonies are disguised as nations ast still finds her home in a quiet community working to bring the
continent s people together the love of friends focused on the making of an african future absorbs her
pained consciousness of a world dstroyed now a firmly established part of world literature course offerings
in many general education curricula african literature is no longer housed exclusively with african studies
programs and is often studied in english french portuguese women s studies and comparative studies
departments this book helps fill the great need for research materials on this topic presenting the best
resources available for 300 african writers these writers have been carefully selected to include both well
known writers and those less commonly studied yet highly influential they are drawn from both the sub
sahara and the maghreb the major geographical regions of africa the study of africa was introduced into the
curriculum of institutions of higher learning in the united states in the 1960s when the black
consciousness movement in the united states and the cold war and decolonization movements in africa created
a need for the systematic study of other regions of the world between 1986 and 1991 three africans won
nobel literature prizes soyinka mahfouz and gordimer and the visibility of african writers increased they
are now a firmly established part of world literature courses in many general education curricula
throughout north america african writers is meant to serve as a resource for introductory material on 300
writers from 39 countries these writers were selected on the basis on two criteria that there is material
on them in an easily available reference work and that there is some information of research value on free
sites each writer is from the late 19th or 20th century with the notable exception of olaudah equiano an
18th century african whose slave narrative is generally considered the first work of african literature all
entries are annotated
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Two Thousand Seasons

1973

a member of the african elite groping his way out of the background of slavery and colonialism baako sees
his education as preparation for the lifework of a socially innovative artist his family more pragmatic
expects an elite resume to convert into power and wealth in the real world here and now unable to harmonize
contervailing needs with wider social aspirations both family and individual drift toward confrontation and
inexorable loss from back cover

Fragments

2006

offers indispensable elucidation of armah s corpus to date invaluably thoughtful informed choice the close
reading of texts is penetrating scrupulous offers the most detailed investgation of armah s novels stories
to date west africa likely to remain the definitive study for some time yo come the year s work in english
studies focusing on armah s very specific african roots this study challenges views that have traditionally
criticized his dependence on western literary models new perspectives on african literature 1

Ayi Kwei Armah's Africa

1989

this volume provides a selection of critical responses to the work of the anglophone west african novelist
ayi kwei armah the essays deal with such topics as narrative technique symbolism and metaphor mythology
literary ancestry historical background and sociopolitical vision

Critical Perspectives on Ayi Kwei Armah

1992

a member of the african elite groping his way out of the background of slavery and colonialism baako sees
his education as preparation for the lifework of a socially innovative artist his family more pragmatic
expects an elite resume to convert into power and wealth in the real world here and now unable to harmonize
contervailing needs with wider social aspirations both family and individual drift toward confrontation and
inexorable loss
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Fragments

1974-01-01

modin an african scholarship student at an american university examining his role in society discovers a
disturbing truth the educational process is the mechanism for recruiting the neocolonial elite africa s
blest rulers riding high at the expense of the wretched of the earth rejecting the elite destiny modin
seeks initiation into revolution but he is emotionally tied to the west he loves an american girl rejected
by the revolutionaries modin and his white companion are forced to confront the true meaning of their love
modin discovers it is indistinguishable from hate

The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born

1982-01-01

this memoir on the ancient and future resources of african literature by the author of two thousand seasons
kmt and other novels gives colonial africanist preconceptions of africa s literary heritage a clean burial
citing new evidence on oral and written traditions it shows that africa s old oral culture antedating the
pyramids was the matrix from which emerged the hieroglyphic literature of ancient egypt

Ayi Kwei Armah's Novels

1994

contending that armah makes a significant and valuable contribution to the problems of writing outside the
prison house of conventional english ogede situates armah s writing within its cultural historical and
political contexts and examines armah s ability to create new literary forms based on his masterful
manipulation of african oral traditons

Why are We So Blest?

1974

as a professional interpreter nefert works at conferences where africa s rulers meet not to solve the
continent s problems but to resolve to beg for solutions from past and present masters she gets drawn into
a circle of highly skilled friends looking like her for a key to an african future her spirit lifts as the
group s research uncovers an ancient way of knowledge and creative work long suppressed during the
centuries of foreign oppression back cover
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The Eloquence of the Scribes

2006

amos tutuola cyprian ekwensi and ayi kwei armah were pioneers in a literary movement that gathered force
and swept across africa with remarkable speed in the latter half of the 20th century producing distinctive
national literatures in new nation states that were in the process of freeing themselves from the legacy of
colonial rule seasoned literary critic bernth lindfors here analyses their early work

Ayi Kwei Armah, Radical Iconoclast

2000

armah is an articulate spokesman of african history and identity in his fiction there is a true fusion of
individual and communal welfare national realities and pan african ideal contemporary situation and
historical vision all his major works including the beautyful ones are not yet born fragments why are we so
blest and the healers are comprehensively discussed

The Resolutionaries

2013

existentialism is a philosophy that flourishes in extreme situations identified with the period of the
french resistance when frenchmen were held as political prisoners by the germans existentialism with its
call for an uncompromised allegiance to a leftist system of values served to boost the sagging morale of
french political prisoners who had witnessed during the occupation the subversion of their nation s
democratic principles by german totalitarianism the author finds in post independence ghana another example
of an extreme situation which has given rise to the existentialist patterns in the novels of the ghanaian
author ayi kwei armah the identification of a crisis situation in post independence ghana comparable to
that created by the german occupation of france during world war ii serves largely as the basis for the
examination of the recurrent existentialist patterns this book explores the existential angst of the artist
hero and the necessity of revolt to combat the despair which comes from recognition of his superfluousness
works by the ghanaian author ayi kwei armah as well as by the french authors albert camus jean paul sartre
and simone de beauvoir are the focus of study

Early West African Writers

2010
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fiction african studies the healers tells a story of the conflict and regeneration focused on replacing
toxic ignorance with the healing knowledge of african unity

Two Thousand Seasons

1973

a beginners guide to the fundamentals of the dru meditation technique a method for soothing the mind and
relaxing the emotions the programme includes six short guided meditations designed to instill a sense of
profound stillness quieten and calm a stressed mind and reconnect with the important aspects of life each
nine minute meditations is based on one of the elements earth water light air and sky

The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born

1980

a beautiful kernel of history which adds a lot of clarity to the impact and grip of islam on western sub
saharan africa and the fight of a people to preserve their ancestral heritage the so called way

The Novels of Ayi Kwei Armah

1980

this volume lists the work produced on anglophone black african literature between 1997 and 1999 this
bibliographic work is a continuation of the highly acclaimed earlier volumes compiled by bernth lindfors
containing about 10 000 entries some of which are annotated to identify the authors discussed it covers
books periodical articles papers in edited collections and selective coverage of other relevant sources

KMT

2002

includes articles annotated filmography interviews creative writing and book reviews

Ayi Kwei Armah

1997

the present volume is a highly comprehensive assessment of the postcolonial short story since the thirty
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six contributions cover most geographical areas concerned another important feature is that it deals not
only with exclusive practitioners of the genre mansfield munro but also with well known novelists achebe
armah atwood carey rushdie so that stimulating comparisons are suggested between shorter and longer works
by the same authors in addition the volume is of interest for the study of aspects of orality dialect dance
rhythms circularity and trickster figure for instance and of the more or less conflictual relationships
between the individual character or implied author and the community furthermore the marginalized status of
women emerges as another major theme both as regards the past for white women settlers or the present for
urbanized characters primarily in africa and india the reader will also have the rare pleasure of
discovering janice kulik keefer s fox her version of what she calls in her commentary displaced
autobiography or creative non fiction lastly an extensive bibliography on the postcolonial short story
opens up further possibilities for research

The Novels of Ayi Kwei Armah

1993

the idea of the nation or nationalism in relation to africa and african literature has been widely dealt
with in modern african literature arising from the fact that writers are bent on expressing their concern
about the future of their countries chinua achebe ayi kwei armah ngugi wa thiong o and kofi awoonor are
such writers who have made great artistic efforts to portray an afrotopia or at best viable socio political
systems in the wake of colonial situation the present work aims to examine closely these novelists
ideological convictions as they are expressed in their fictions and often shown to be in opposition to the
practices established by the state apparatuses in place this book shows how the african situation has been
characterised in the african novels by both a common continental experience and a number of facts that
dramatise the historical predicament of slavery colonialism and a problematic independence these
representations carry dialogical voices which underpin the authoritative voice of the authors the
narratives of the nation are shown to be ambivalent for they seem to act in defence of the novelists
culture yet they jettison its very quintessence by the sceptical view they reflect about its significance
in modern times caught between the imperatives of modernity and the nostalgic drives of the past the
novelists are somehow drawn to condemn the metropolis and to celebrate it at the same time the point is to
accept the construction of the nation state in connection with universal concepts developed by the western
world and europe essentially the different utopias offered by the writers under scrutiny cannot be divorced
from the theory and practice that have led to the construction of european models of nation states hence
our reliance on important scholarly works in the field particularly elie kedourie s nationalism eric
hobsbawm s nations and nationalism since 1780 ernest gellner s nations and nationalsim but for the
theoretical link between nationalism and literary interpretation benedict anderson s imagined communities
homi bhabha s nation and narration and the location of culture edward said s orientalism and culture and
imperialism and bakhtin s the dialogical imagination are fundamental supports for my discussion critics
that have approached this subject are restrictive in number but i have taken account of the studies carried
out by james ogude on ngugi leif lorentzon on armah for example or general works like abiola irele s the
african experience in literature and ideology or kanneh kadiatu s african identities amongst others to
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substantiate the discussion due appreciation of the different styles used by the writers is expressed here
from a modernism used by early armah and awoonor to the realism of achebe and marxist populist treatment of
fiction and nation building of ngugi as well as the essentialist slant that can be studied in armah s later
fiction concepts such as hybridity ambivalence liminality developed by bhabha are useful elements of
analysis in the examination of the evolution of prose fiction in africa from the early writings of achebe
to the later works of armah and ngugi they allow us to see how the african novelists produce meanings that
underscore the realities and difficulties met in the construction of stable and genuinely independent
nation states in africa

The Existential Fiction of Ayi Kwei Armah, Albert Camus, and Jean-Paul
Sartre

1997

the beautyful ones are not yet born is a novel by ghanaian writer ayi kwei armah it was published in
english in 1968 and here in swahili the book tells the story of a nameless man who struggles to reconcile
himself with the reality of post independence ghana the unnamed protagonist referred to as the man works at
a railway station and is approached with a bribe when he refuses his wife is furious and he can t help
feeling guilty despite his innocence the novel expresses the frustration many citizens of the newly
independent states in africa felt after attaining political independence many african states like ghana
followed similar paths in which corruption and the greed of african elites became rampant corruption in
turn filtered down to the rest of society and the rot that characterized post independent ghana in the last
years of nkrumah is a dominant theme in the book

The Healers

2000

uniting a sense of the political dimensions of language appropriation with a serious yet accessible
linguistic terminology the african palimpsest examines the strategies of indigenization whereby west
african writers have made their literary english or french distinctively african through the apt metaphor
of the palimpsest a surface that has been written on written over partially erased and written over again
the book examines such well known west african writers as achebe armah ekwensi kourouma okara saro wiwa
soyinka and tutuola as well as lesser known writers from francophone and anglophone africa providing a
great variety of case studies in nigerian pidgin akan igbo maninka yoruba wolof and other african languages
the book also clarifies the vital interface between europhone african writing and the new outlets for
african artistic expression in auto translation broadcast television radio and film hailed as a classic in
the 1990s the african palimpsest is here reprinted in a completely revised edition with a new introduction
updated data and bibliography and with due consideration of more recent theoretical approaches a very
valuable book a detailed exploration in its concern with language change as demonstrated in post colonial
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african literatures bill ashcroft university of new south wales apart from its great documentary value the
african palimpsest provides many theoretical concepts that will be useful to scholars of african
literatures linguists in general as well as comparatists who want to gain fresh insights into the processes
by which vulgar latin once gave birth to the romance languages ahmed sheikh bangura university of
california santa barbara as zabus book suggests it is the area where the various languages of a community
meet and cross over that is likely to provide the most productive site for the generation of a new
literature that is true to the real linguistic situation that pertains in so much of contemporary urban
africa stewart brown university of birmingham

The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born

1988

this novel is structured after africa s oldest narrative the isis osiris myth cycle traveling to africa on
a search for lifework and love ast an african american scholar gets immersed in history as living
continuity in a pillaged society where slaveraiders heirs masquerade as aid donors and colonies are
disguised as nations ast still finds her home in a quiet community working to bring the continent s people
together the love of friends focused on the making of an african future absorbs her pained consciousness of
a world dstroyed

Two Thousand Seasons

2000

now a firmly established part of world literature course offerings in many general education curricula
african literature is no longer housed exclusively with african studies programs and is often studied in
english french portuguese women s studies and comparative studies departments this book helps fill the
great need for research materials on this topic presenting the best resources available for 300 african
writers these writers have been carefully selected to include both well known writers and those less
commonly studied yet highly influential they are drawn from both the sub sahara and the maghreb the major
geographical regions of africa the study of africa was introduced into the curriculum of institutions of
higher learning in the united states in the 1960s when the black consciousness movement in the united
states and the cold war and decolonization movements in africa created a need for the systematic study of
other regions of the world between 1986 and 1991 three africans won nobel literature prizes soyinka mahfouz
and gordimer and the visibility of african writers increased they are now a firmly established part of
world literature courses in many general education curricula throughout north america african writers is
meant to serve as a resource for introductory material on 300 writers from 39 countries these writers were
selected on the basis on two criteria that there is material on them in an easily available reference work
and that there is some information of research value on free sites each writer is from the late 19th or
20th century with the notable exception of olaudah equiano an 18th century african whose slave narrative is
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generally considered the first work of african literature all entries are annotated

An African Focus

1998

Theme in the novel: with reference to Ayi Kwei Armah's 'The beautiful
ones are not yet born'

1984

Black African Literature in English, 1997-1999

2003

FonTomFrom

2000

Ayi Kwei Armah

1993

The Wisdom of the Ages

1995

History and Oral Tradition in Ayi Kwei Armah's Two Thousand Seasons and
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The Healers

2002

Telling Stories

2001

Narrating the Nation in the African Novel

2016-07-07

Alienation in the Novels of Ayi Kwei Armah [microform]

1985

The Rot of the Land and the Birth of the Beautyful Ones

2000

Bonteh's Notes

1997

Wema Hawajazaliwa

1976
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The African Palimpsest

2007

Osiris Rising

1995

The Metamorphosis of the Historical Imagination in the African Novel

2003

The Undergraduate's Companion to African Writers and Their Web Sites

2005-10-30

Remembering the Dismembered Continent

2010
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